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Hip Hoppin' Hundreds Activity
Mat

Description

Hip Hoppin' Hundreds Activity Mat 

Reinforces hundreds concepts, counting, number patterns, place value, operations, problem solving
and overall number fact fluency 

Includes 2 inflatable cubes for numerals 1-6 (measuring 5'L x 5H') and 54 square number frames 

Activity Guide offers intervention strategies 

Focuses attention on specific numbers and patterns (such as even and odd) through the use of
double-sided, color-coded number frames 

Wipe-clean vinyl mat measures 4'L x 4'H 

Grades K+ 

Hop on this oversize version of the familiar hundreds board. This versatile mat will engage a range of
kinesthetic learners with its attractive age-neutral design. 
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engage a range of kinesthetic learners with its attractive age-neutral design. Hip Hoppin’ Hundreds
Activity Mat Manufacturers, Hip Hoppin’ Hundreds Activity Mat, Hip Hoppin’ Hundreds Activity Mat
Suppliers, Hip Hoppin’ Hundreds Activity Mat Exporters, Hip Hoppin’ Hundreds Activity Mat in India,
buy Hip Hoppin’ Hundreds Activity Mat, Hip Hoppin’ Hundreds Activity Mat Online India, Hip
Hoppin’ Hundreds Activity Mat Manufacturers in India", "brand": "Educational Lab Equipments",
"sku": "5", "gtin8": "5", "gtin13": "5", "gtin14": "5", "mpn": "5", "aggregateRating": { "@type":
"AggregateRating", "ratingValue": "5", "bestRating": "5", "worstRating": "0", "ratingCount": "5" } } 
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